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Following E-OCVM
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Operational 
improvements
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More than 40 test runs with 55 movements (duration: 60 minutes)
November 2007 June 2008 October 2008 November 2008
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Step One in the
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Op. Requ. ID 
(SPO R) Operational Requirement 
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GEN_Serv-01 An A -SM GC S should support the following primary 
functions: 
a) Surveillance 
  ?    B y de finition 
 b) Routing   ?    B y de finition 
 c) Guidance   ?    B y de finition 




In order  to achieve the maximum benefits of each level of A-
SMG CS implementation, a supporting planning function 
should be included. 




A-SM GCS should be capable of operating at a specified 
movement rate in visibili ty conditions down to AV OL. W hen 
visibility conditions are reduced to below  AVOL, an A-
SMG CS should provide for a reduction of surface movements 
of aircraft and vehicles to a level acceptable for the new 
situation. 
  ?    
N ot tes te d in EM M A2 in 
Prague, but ha s bee n ve rified 





The system should integrate movements to provide complete 
situational information to all users, 1-G 5,00* ?    
 
 and to provide conflict prediction and resolution for aircraft 
and vehicle movements.    ?   
A uto ma ted c onflict resolution 
ha s not bee n addressed by 
E MM A2 in Prague.   
 
EMMA2 Checklist 
w h fe dback 
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• improved situational awareness of ATCOs, Pilots & 
vehicles driver
• anticipated constraints mostly rejected
• important feedback to new procedures dealing with 
DMAN and TAXI-CPDLC
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• fine-tuning of DMAN to Airport peculiarities
• integrate DMAN into a CDM environment
• further investigate promising new procedures, e.g.
• TAXI-CPDLC for revised taxi or crossing clearances
• onboard GTD in VIS3/4 conditions
• further improve HMIs dealing with TAXI-CPDLC 
(onboard & ground)
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Begin 2008 August 2008 November 2008
Subjects: altogether 9 pilots
TCD + SMA (CDTI)
ADS-B
TIS-BADS-B
